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Abstract: Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a wireless technology for low-power, low-cost and low-
complexity short-range communications. On top of the BLE stack, the Bluetooth Mesh profile can
be adopted to handle large networks with mesh topologies. BLE is a promising candidate for the
implemention of Industrial Wireless Sensor Networks (IWSNs), thanks to its wide diffusion (e.g., on
smartphones and tablets) and the lower cost of the devices compared to other wireless industrial
communication technologies. However, neither the BLE nor the Bluetooth Mesh specifications can
provide real-time messages with bounded delays. To overcome this limitation, this work proposes
RESEMBLE, a real-time stack developed on top of BLE that is able to realize low-cost IWSNs over
mesh topologies. RESEMBLE offers support to both real-time and non-real-time communications
on the same network. Moreover, RESEMBLE provides clock synchronization, thus allowing for
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) transmissions. The clock synchronization provided by
RESEMBLE can be also exploited by the upper layers’ industrial applications to implement time-
coordinated actions.

Keywords: Bluetooth Low Energy; mesh networks; real-time networks

1. Introduction and Motivation

Thanks to Industry 4.0, factories have significantly evolved in recent years. New
devices and tools, such as smart sensors, tablets, advanced displays and monitors with
effective user interfaces and virtual assistants, are gradually replacing traditional devices
and conventional interfaces [1–4]. Moreover, novel functions, such as the monitoring
of production levels, control and predictive maintenance of the plant basic facilities and
digitalized management of the supply chain, are gaining ground. In this context, low-cost
communication systems are one of the enabling technologies for modern industrial applica-
tions, as they make it possible to monitor all phases of the production chain [5]. However,
industrial communications pose several challenging requirements, such as predictabil-
ity (i.e., the ability to provide guaranteed upper bounds on the delivery times of time-
critical messages), mobility support (i.e., connectivity for mobile nodes) and high reliability
(i.e., low error probability and low packet loss). To meet these requirements, industrial com-
munication systems adopt specifically devised protocols that are typically quite expensive
and not used beyond the scope of industrial scenarios.

This consideration is the motivation behind this work, which presents a real-time
stack developed on top of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). The proposed approach, called
RESEMBLE, enables the use of BLE, i.e., a low-cost, widespread consumer communication
technology, in the industrial field. What is new in RESEMBLE is the ability to support
real-time communications and node mobility in BLE networks with mesh topologies. The
current Bluetooth Mesh specifications do not include support for real-time traffic; therefore,
Bluetooth Mesh is not suitable for Industrial Wireless Sensor Networks (IWSNs). To solve
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this limitation and enable the BLE technology to be adopted in IWSNs, RESEMBLE intro-
duces the ability to provide guaranteed bounded delays to real-time messages. Moreover,
RESEMBLE offers connectivity to mobile nodes.

RESEMBLE is a low-cost software solution that can be implemented on common
mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets) without hardware modifications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents and discusses
related work. Section 3 provides an overview of the Bluetooth Mesh stack and discusses
its limitations for real-time communications. Sections 4 and 5 describe RESEMBLE’s
design and implementation, respectively. Section 6 presents an experimental assessment of
RESEMBLE on commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) devices and discusses the synchronization
accuracy and end-to-end delays that were obtained. Finally, Section 7 gives conclusions
and hints for future works.

2. Related Work

Many works in the literature investigated the adoption of BLE for a wide range of
applications, such as home automation [6,7], Internet of Things (IoT) [8–10], passive human
sensing [11], healthcare and wearable devices [12,13]. Several works also investigated the
case for BLE in industrial communications [14–18]. For instance, the work in [16] addressed
BLE’s suitability for industrial automation communications, while the work in [18] focused
on Industrial IoT applications. However, the limited transmission range represents an issue
for BLE’s use in large industrial networks. To solve this issue, the work in [19] proposed ex-
tending the coverage of BLE clusters by leveraging LoRa technology. Another approach to
solve this issue is to enable multihop transmissions over BLE. To this aim, the work in [20]
proposed a connection-oriented approach for BLE networks that supports tree topologies.
However, the approach does not support mobility and real-time communications, which
are typical requirements for industrial applications. A solution, aiming to achieve real-time
communications over BLE networks with mesh topologies, is proposed in [21]. The pro-
posed protocol, called MRT-BLE, allows for real-time transmissions and obtains maximum
delays from hundreds to thousands of milliseconds. However, MRT-BLE does not provide
mobility support, as it works in a connection-oriented way.

To increase the BLE coverage, the Bluetooth SIG defined the Bluetooth Mesh Pro-
file [22], a stack operating on top of BLE that supports node mobility and mesh topologies.
The work in [23] evaluated the end-to-end delays and the network-joining phase duration
of Bluetooth Mesh (called provisioning) and proposed a lightweight provisioning protocol
to speed up the network-joining time of the nodes. The work in [24] evaluated Bluetooth
Mesh in a mobile robotic system for logistics and showed its suitability for this kind of
applications. However, Bluetooth Mesh lacks the support for real-time communications,
as it cannot guarantee bounded delays. An way to deal with Quality-of-Service (QoS) in
Bluetooth Mesh is presented in [25], where a transmission backoff algorithm allows for
the message priorities to be differentiated. However, this approach is not able to provide
bounded delays.

In industrial environments, both the timeliness of the communication and their robust-
ness to noise and interference [26] are important to avoid retransmissions that may affect
the end-to-end delays. For this reason, Bluetooth Mesh was assessed in [27] and the results
demonstrated that, in dense networks, Bluetooth Mesh obtains a high packet error rate,
mainly due to collisions. The adoption of dynamic traffic smoothing techniques inspired
by those proposed in [28,29] can help reduce the collision probability.

As will be discussed in the following sections, the RESEMBLE stack that is proposed
here fills a gap, as it introduces both real-time communications and node mobility over
mesh topologies to BLE. Moreover, RESEMBLE can be implemented on COTS devices with
no hardware modifications.
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3. Overview of the Bluetooth Mesh Architecture

The Bluetooth Mesh Profile specifications [22] define a layered architecture that oper-
ates on top of the BLE stack. The layers of this architecture are shown in Figure 1.

Model Layer

Foundation Model Layer

Access Layer

Upper Transport Layer

Lower Transport Layer

Network Layer

Bearer Layer

Bluetooth Low Energy Core Specification

Figure 1. Bluetooth Mesh Profile stack.

At the bottom layer of the protocol stack, there is the BLE Core Specification (lower
layer in Figure 1). The Bluetooth Mesh architecture operates on top of this layer.

The Bearer Layer interfaces BLE with the layers of the mesh network architecture.
The specifications provide two kinds of bearers:

• Advertising Bearer. This uses the advertisement, i.e., messages that are periodically
broadcast.

• GATT Bearer. This operates on top of the Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) Layer
of BLE. The GATT defines a connection-oriented application protocol for BLE. The
GATT Bearer was defined to maintain the backward compatibility with the devices
that support connection-oriented transmissions only.

The Network Layer is in charge of the encryption/decryption, authentication and
forwarding to the upper layers of the received messages and their retransmission to the
other nodes. The routing algorithm is based on flooding, i.e., a node that receives a
message addressed to another node and retransmits the message. In order to avoid loops
and unlimited retransmissions, the Network Layer adopts two mechanisms. The first
mechanism is based on a cache that stores the received messages, while the second is based
on the message time-to-live (TTL), i.e., the number of hops that have been traversed. The
cache mechanism avoids forwarding messages that have already been received by storing a
copy of each message in a cache maintained at the Network Layer. When a new message is
received, the Network Layer inspects the cache to check whether the message has already
been received. If this is the case, the new message is dropped; otherwise, it is stored in the
cache and then processed. Moreover, every Network Layer message maintains a TTL field
to limit the number of times the message can be forwarded.

The Lower Transport Layer segments the messages received from the upper layer to
allow for their transmission on the network and reassembles the segments received from
the Network Layer. To increase the communication reliability, this layer adopts a segment
acknowledgement and retransmission mechanism.

The Upper Transport Layer is mainly in charge of encrypting and decrypting the
messages received from (or addressed to) the upper layer.

The Access Layer interfaces the Upper Transport Layer with the Foundation Model
Layer and the Model Layer for the transmission of data messages. The Access Layer
supports both reliable (through an acknowledgement & retransmission mechanism) and
non-reliable message transmissions and provides a “Publish and Subscribe” communica-
tion mechanism.

The Foundation Model Layer defines the states, the messages and the models to
configure and manage the mesh network, such as the configuration of the communication
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models for the Model Layer, the management of the health status of the network nodes or
service, etc.

The Model Layer defines the communication models to standardize the operations of
specific user scenarios, such as light management, sensor data acquisition, etc.

3.1. Limits of Bluetooth Mesh in Supporting Real-Time Communications

Bluetooth Mesh operates on top of the BLE stack and transmits messages in a connec-
tionless way. Thanks to this property, Bluetooth Mesh is able to support mobility on mesh
topologies. However, the BLE stack is not able to offer predictable communications on
mesh networks, as there are several sources of non-determinism. The following subsections
describe the BLE transmission mechanisms used in Bluetooth Mesh and discuss why these
mechanisms are not able to support real-time traffic over mesh networks.

3.1.1. Bluetooth Low Energy v.4.2

The BLE 4.2 [30] specifications for connectionless message transmissions define the
Broadcaster/Observer communication paradigm, in which the Broadcaster transmits the
advertisements (ADVs) containing data and the Observer receives them (the Broadcaster
and Observer roles can alternate). For the ADV transmission, the specifications allow for
the adoption of only 3 of the 40 channels available in BLE. The ADVs are transmitted
within a time interval called an advertisement event, as depicted in Figure 2. Within an
advertisement event, multiple ADVs can be transmitted, each one being transmitted on a
different channel (starting with the first channel reserved for the ADVs). The time interval
between two consecutive ADVs within the same advertisement event has to be lower than
or equal to 10 ms.

Figure 2. Advertisement event.

The advertisement event periodically repeats with period TadvEvent. This period is the
sum of a constant time and a pseudo-random time, as shown in (1)

TadvEvent = advInterval + advDelay (1)

where advInterval is a constant in a range between 20 ms (100 ms in the case of non-
connectable ADVs) and 10.24 s and varies in steps of 0.625 ms. Instead, advDelay is
a pseudo-random time between 0 and 10 ms that is calculated at every advertisement
event. As far as the Observer role is concerned, a reception window is defined, called a
scanWindow, which periodically repeats with period scanInterval. Both the scanWindow and
the scanInterval can be configured in a range from 0 and 10.24 s, with scanWindow lower
than or equal to scanInterval.

Using the Broadcaster/Observer paradigm described above, there is no synchro-
nization between the transmissions of nodes. This entails a high probability of message
collisions, as the ADV transmissions from two or multiple nodes may overlap. Looking at
the example in Figure 3, there are two Broadcasters (B1 and B2) that transmit ADVs (for
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the sake of simplicity, we assume that a single message can be transmitted within each
advertisement event). The Observer (O1) will not receive any message during the first
two advertisement events of both the Broadcasters, as the messages collide. At the third
advertisement event, the Observer will receive both messages.

B1 O1 B2

B1

B2

advInterval advDelay

collision collision

AE

AE

AE

AE

AE

AE

Figure 3. Advertisement collision example.

The example presented in Figure 3 shows that the ADV transmission mechanism de-
fined in the BLE specifications is a source of non-determinism. In fact, the only component
that avoids the indefinite repetition of collisions is a random interval (i.e., advDelay), and
this leads to unpredictability, as the nodes that caused a collision may cause collisions
again. Moreover, as there are only three advertisement channels (fixed by the standard)
and their use cannot be controlled for each message (as they are used in sequence within
an advertisement event), the collision probability remains high. The BLE specifications, in
the case of ADV transmissions, do not provide any acknowledgement mechanism, so the
error management is delegated to the upper layers.

3.1.2. Bluetooth Low Energy v.5.3

The BLE v.5.3 specifications [31] introduce several innovations in the transmission of
ADVs while maintaining the interoperability with the previous specifications. The most
important innovation is the ability to use all 37 BLE data channels for the transmission
of auxiliary messages within the same transmission event. The specifications provide
two kinds of channels for the transmission of ADVs, i.e., the primary and the secondary
channels. The primary channels are the three channels dedicated to the ADV that were
already used in the previous version of BLE, while the secondary channels are the remaining
37 channels that, in the previous versions of BLE, could not be used for transmitting ADVs.

An advertisement event always starts with the transmission of an ADV on one of
the three primary channels, and this limits the possibility of exploiting channel diversity
to avoid collisions. This limit can be partially overcome defining suitable mechanisms
to choose the channel for the auxiliary messages, but a mechanism to avoid collisions on
the primary channels still needs to be defined. The considerations of the determinism for
BLE v.4.2 are also valid for BLE v.5.3. However, the BLE v.5.3 specifications define several
mechanisms and multiple transmission methods for the ADVs. This increases the protocol
complexity but, at the same time, opens new ways to design medium access mechanisms
that support real-time communications. For example, the chance to use all 37 channels
for the transmission of the ADVs, combined with the ability to set the channel to be used,
enables the adoption of multichannel communication mechanisms that allow for multiple
nodes to transmit at the same time on different channels.

4. RESEMBLE Design

The findings of Section 3 show that the main limitations to supporting real-time
communications derive from the lack of synchronization between the nodes in the BLE
layer. In particular, the adoption of ADVs is the main source of non-determinism and
unpredictabilities in the communication delay. However, connectionless transmissions
provide very low start-up times for links, as there is no need to establish connections. For
this reason, the adoption of a connectionless approach may be a good solution.
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To enable the adoption of Bluetooth Mesh networks for industrial communications,
the following goals have to be achieved:

• Goal 1. Providing a medium access protocol that allows for predictable message
transmissions with bounded delays and no collisions. The first step to achieve this
goal is to define a synchronization mechanism for the node communication. To this
end, a novel medium access mechanism, operating over BLE v.4.2 and BLE v.5.3,
is required.

• Goal 2. Introducing message priority in order to adopt real-time scheduling algorithms.
• Goal 3. Enabling the separation between real-time and non-real-time traffic through the

establishment of two “logical” channels, a real-time channel and a non-real-time one.

The solution proposed in this work to achieve real-time communication over Bluetooth
Mesh networks is based on the design of a novel Bearer Layer (RESEMBLE Bearer Layer
in Figure 4) that is able to provide a TDMA-based medium access mechanism while
maintaining compliance with the Bluetooth Mesh specifications, i.e., using non-connectable
undirected advertising events.

Model Layer

Foundation Model Layer

Access Layer

Upper Transport Layer

Lower Transport Layer

Network Layer + Message Priority

RESEMBLE Bearer Layer

Bluetooth Low Energy Core Specification (v4.2 and above)

Specific

application-dependent

stack

Figure 4. RESEMBLE stack.

The network stack is made up of two layers. On top of the stack, there is an optimized
version of the Network Layer, in which the flooding mechanism (already defined in the
Bluetooth Mesh specifications [22]) is optimized to support message priority. Below the
Network Layer, the RESEMBLE Bearer Layer guarantees bounded latencies and collision-
free transmissions. The layers that are on top of the Network Layer in the Bluetooth Mesh
standard are not addressed in this design for two reasons:

1. Industrial networks generally have a very minimal stack, as each layer introduces
delays and, in some cases, such delays can be unpredictable.

2. The functionalities provided by the upper layers are application-dependent.

The different design steps are as follows:

1. Enabling TDMA-based communications. This requires a clock synchronization mech-
anism, as the nodes have to know the exact time at which they can transmit.

2. Providing a medium-access mechanism to allow unsynchronized nodes to trans-
mit/receive both synchronization and provisioning messages without interfering
with TDMA transmissions.

3. Defining a clock synchronization mechanism that is suitable for Bluetooth Mesh com-
munications. To achieve clock synchronization, nodes have to exchange synchroniza-
tion messages with each other, but without interfering with the TDMA transmissions
of the synchronized nodes.

4. Introducing message priority to cope with the different temporal requirements of
the messages.
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These steps are outlined in the following subsections. A detailed description of
the transmission mechanism is not possible at this time, as there is a patent pending
(International patent pending No. PCT/IT2022/050003); therefore, this is left for future
work. Section 5 addresses how to implement RESEMBLE on COTS devices and the results
in Section 6 show its effectiveness.

4.1. How to Enable Unsynchronized Node Transmissions

To enable TDMA-based communications, the nodes have to be synchronized, so that
each node knows when it can transmit. However, to be synchronized, the nodes need to
transmit messages without interfering with regular transmissions. In the case a node wants
to join the network, its transmissions have to be regulated so that they do not interfere with
the transmissions of the other nodes.

To achieve this, in RESEMBLE, time is divided into time intervals, called superframes
(Figure 5), which are, in turn, partitioned in timeslots. Each network node is statically
assigned one or multiple timeslots to transmit a single message using the ADV event. In
the remaining time of the superframe, the node remains in scanning state to receive the
messages transmitted from the other nodes. With this approach, each node knows the
exact time at which it can transmit a message and is also aware of the transmission times of
the other nodes. One or multiple timeslots within the superframe are marked as shared
timeslots (SH in Figure 5) and are to transmit non-real-time messages. The transmission
within shared timeslots is regulated by a random backoff algorithm. Before starting the
transmission, a node with an outgoing non-real-time message has to wait a random number
of shared timeslots, thus decreasing the collision probability.

1

2

3

4

1 SH 2 SH

Superframe

Slot 0 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3

3 SH 4 SH

Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 Slot 7

Figure 5. Example of RESEMBLE superframe.

The proposed approach works in two phases:

1. Synchronization and provisioning.
2. Online phase. Nodes are synchronized; therefore, they can transmit.

The phase in which a node joins the network is called provisioning. Here, the provi-
sioning procedure is the one specified in the Mesh BLE standard [22] with no modifications.
The specifications [22] define “unprovisioned” as a node that has not joined the network
and “provisioned” as a node that joined the network. The provisioning phase is managed
by a single node, called the Provisioner. During the synchronization and provisioning
phase, a new node willing to join the network exchanges messages with the Provisioner
node (i.e., the node that manages the joining phase of new nodes in the network) to run the
provisioning procedure to join the network. In the proposed approach, the Bearer Layer
transmits provisioning messages in the non-real-time channel. This way, no modifications
are needed to the provisioning procedure, as the Bearer acts in a transparent way. As clock
synchronization is required, in addition to the provisioning procedure, the clock synchro-
nization procedure has to be executed in this phase. In our design, clock synchronization is
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achieved with a centralized approach, in which a node with timing master functionalities
(for instance, the Provisioner) provides the reference clock for all network nodes. Note that
clock synchronization is used during the online phase to schedule real-time transmissions.
Once synchronized, the nodes enter the online state, in which they communicate on the
real-time channel.

4.2. Clock Synchronization

The synchronization protocol is inspired by the concept of media-dependent layer
of the IEEE 802.1AS [32] for wireless communications. Synchronization messages are
always transmitted in the non-real-time channel. Clock synchronization is achieved on a
link-by-link basis, exchanging synchronization messages. The Timing Master synchronizes
its neighbor nodes that, in turn, synchronize their neighbor nodes that have a higher hop
count from the Timing Master.

4.3. Delay Bound Calculation for Real-Time Transmissions

This subsection defines the end-to-end delay (e2eDelay) of a message and describes
the calculation of the end-to-end delay bound of a flow in RESEMBLE.

The message end-to-end delay is defined as the difference between the message
generation time at the source and the message reception time at the destination, measured
at the Network Layer. The e2eDelay is the sum of two components, i.e., the message
queuing time and the message transmission time, at each hop in the path, from the source
to the destination. In this analysis, we assume that the message transmission time is equal
to the timeslot duration (Tts), as the latter is configured to allow for the complete message
transmission. As a result, in the worst-case e2eDelay analysis presented here, the e2eDelay
bound, i.e., the upper bound of the delay that a message of the flow may experience, is
given by the following equation

e2eDelay_boundi = h× Tts +
h

∑
k=1

T(k)
qi (2)

where h is the number of hops a message of the i-th flow has to traverse to reach the
destination, Tts is the timeslot duration and T(k)

qi is the maximum queuing delay of a
message belonging to the i-th flow at the k-th hop.

To determine the worst case T(k)
qi at each node traversed by a message of the i-th

flow, first, both the resource availability and the worst case for the resource request are
calculated. In RESEMBLE, the resource availability for the k-th node is given by the number
of timeslots that the node nk can use to transmit, while the resource request is the number of
timeslots needed to transmit the packets generated or forwarded by the node nk. Based on
these definitions, the analysis can be performed by applying the worst-case response time
(WCRT) analysis that was proposed in [33] and extended with the “busy period” approach
in [34–36]. The analysis has already been applied to TDMA communications in [37,38].

At the Network Layer, RESEMBLE adopts the flooding mechanism; therefore, the
messages are transmitted over multiple paths. For this reason, the e2eDelay_bound is
calculated considering all the possible paths for a flow from the source to the destination.

5. RESEMBLE Implementation

As described in Section 4, the main component of RESEMBLE is the Bearer Layer,
which replaces the Advertising Bearer defined in the Bluetooth Mesh specifications [22].
This component is able to provide:

• A TDMA-based medium access mechanism for the transmission of real-time messages
over BLE.

• A medium access mechanism to allow for both unsynchronized and synchronized
nodes to transmit/receive non-real-time messages, such as synchronization and provi-
sioning messages, without interfering with the real-time transmissions.
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• A centralized clock synchronization protocol suitable for Mesh BLE communications.
• Support to message priority, to cope with the different temporal requirements of

the messages.

The details of the RESEMBLE software components are depicted in Figure 6.

BLE HCI

RESEMBLE SysInterface

RESEMBLE

Sync

RESEMBLE AdvBearer

Network Layer

System

Figure 6. RESEMBLE software components.

The RESEMBLE Bearer consists of three main modules:

• The System Interface. This module interfaces the AdvBearer module with the BLE
Host Controller Interface (HCI) and System. Moreover, it maintains the clock that
provides the network timings and is synchronized with the reference clock maintained
by a node (the timing master) in the network. This component is platform-dependent,
i.e., its implementation depends on the platform on which it runs.

• The AdvBearer module. This module implements the transmission mechanism that
handles both real-time and non-real-time communications.

• The Sync module. This module implements the clock synchronization protocol. It is
strictly coupled with the AdvBearer module.

6. Experimental Assessment

This section presents an experimental performance assessment of RESEMBLE aiming
to both evaluating the clock synchronization accuracy at different hop distances and
assessing the maximum end-to-end delays in a mesh topology. The assessment also
demonstrates the feasibility of RESEMBLE on COTS devices.

The devices used for the experiment are the STMicroelectronics NUCLEO-L476RG [39]
microcontrollers, equipped with the BLE controller provided in the X-NUCLEO-IDB05A2 [40]
expansion board. The BLE controller is compliant with the BLE v4.2 [30] specifications.

The assessed metrics are:

• The clock skew (S), measured as the clock difference between two generic nodes
(Nx, Ny) at the time t, i.e.,

S(Nx, Ny) = ClockValNx(t)− ClockValNy(t) (3)

where ClockValNx(t) is the clock value of the Node Nx at time t.
• The Maximum Absolute Clock Skew (MaxAbsSkew), calculated as

MaxAbsSkew(Nx, Ny) = max(|S(Nx, Ny)|) (4)

• The end-to-end delay (e2eDelay), measured above the Network Layer as the difference
between the message generation time at the source and the message reception time at
the destination.

e2eDelay = RxTime− GenTime (5)
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In the following, Section 6.1 describes the experiment aiming to evaluate the clock
synchronization accuracy of the RESEMBLE synchronization protocol, while Section 6.2
discusses the experiment aiming to evaluate the obtained e2eDelays.

6.1. Clock Synchronization Accuracy Assessment

The assessed scenario, shown in Figure 7, consists of four stationary nodes connected
in a line topology. The parameters are presented in Table 1.

SH: Shared timeslot

Figure 7. Scenario for clock synchronization accuracy assessment.

Table 1. Testbed parameters.

Parameter Value

Node count 4
Timeslot count 8
Synchronization period 10 s
Clock sampling period 5 s
Experiment duration 30 min
Result sample count 360

To realize the line topology, the node visibility is artificially limited using a whitelist
filter in the BLE interface. The filter drops the transmissions arriving from the nodes that
are not in the whitelist.

The Node 0 acts as the timing master for the other nodes. When the network nodes are
in the online state, the Node 0 periodically triggers an interruption on the Nodes 1, 2, and 3.
When the interruption arrives to Nodes 1, 2, and 3, each node captures its timestamp and
sends it to Node 0 through a RESEMBLE message. Messages are forwarded to the Node 0
according to the flooding mechanism defined in the Mesh BLE specifications. The Node 0
collects all timestamps, calculates the clock skew and transmits it to a computer connected
through a USB port to the Node 0.

Figure 8 shows the clock skew distribution between Node 1 (N1) and Node 0 (N0).
Node 1 is one hop away from Node 0. Among the measured clock skew values, the

most recurring ones are between −2 and 2 ms, while only in one sample the clock skew
(N1–N0) reached −3 ms.

Figure 9 shows the clock skew distribution between Node 2 (N2) and Node 0 (N0).
The clock skew at the distance of two hops from N0 increases, as Node 2 is synchro-

nized by Node 1. Most of the time, the clock skew is between −3 and 3 ms, while clock
skew (from N2 to N0) reached −3 ms in only two samples.

Figure 10 shows the clock skew distribution between Node 3 (N3) and Node 0 (N0).
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Figure 8. Clock skew distribution (from N1 to N0).

Figure 9. Clock skew distribution (from N2 to N0).

Figure 10. Clock skew distribution (from N3 to N0).

As was expected, the clock skew at a distance of three hops from Node 0 increases and
presents the highest variability. In fact, most times, the clock skew is between −3 and 3 ms,
while in one sample, the clock skew (from N3 to N0) reached −3 ms.

Figure 11 shows the MaxAbsSkew between all the network nodes.
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Figure 11. Maximum absolute clock skew.

In these experiments, the MaxAbsSkew never exceeded 6 ms.

6.2. End-to-End Delay Assessment

The assessed scenario, which is shown in Figure 12, consists of four stationary nodes
connected in a mesh topology. To realize the mesh topology, the node visibility is artificially
limited using a whitelist filter in the BLE interface. The filter drops the transmissions
arriving from the nodes that are not in the whitelist.

SH: Shared timeslot

Figure 12. Scenario for end-to-end delay assessment.

Each node generates a periodic message with period 2 s. The Nodes 1, 2, and 3
transmit the messages to Node 0. The Node 0 transmits its messages to Node 3. The
flooding algorithm defined in Mesh RT BLE is used. In this scenario all messages are
assigned the same priority. As the nodes are synchronized and the MaxAbsSkew in this
scenario is 6 ms, the results have a ±6 ms synchronization accuracy.

The parameters are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Testbed parameters.

Parameter Value

Node count 4
Timeslot count 8
Timeslot duration (Tts) 40 ms
Max. hop count 2
Transmission period 2 s
Message size 31 bytes
Experiment duration 30 min
Result sample count 900

The obtained e2eDelays are compared with the analytical maximum e2eDelay of
1280 ms obtained when applying the worst-case response-time analysis for TDMA-based
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networks, as explained in Section 4.3. A stochastic response-time analysis [41,42] to obtain
less pessimistic results will be addressed in future work.

Figure 13 shows the e2eDelay distribution for the flows generated by Nodes 1 and 2.
In all the graphs, the vertical red line indicates the analytical e2eDelay bound.

Figure 13. End-to-end delay distributions for the flows generated by the Nodes 1 and 2.

The messages transmitted by Node 1 and Node 2 are always received before the ana-
lytically obtained maximum e2eDelay (1280 ms), which is an upper bound. The e2eDelay
difference between Node 1 and Node 2 is because the application is not synchronized with
the Bearer Layer.

Figure 14 shows the e2eDelay distribution for the flows generated by the Nodes 3 and 0.

Figure 14. End-to-end delay distributions for the flows generated by the Nodes 0 and 3.

In this case, the e2eDelay of the messages transmitted by the Node 3 are lower than the
theoretical maximum e2eDelay (i.e., 1280 ms). In this case, the messages follow a two-hop
path; therefore, the e2eDelays are higher than those of the messages transmitted by Nodes
1 and 2. The same holds for the messages transmitted by Node 0 delivered to Node 3.

6.3. Discussion

As shown in this section, RESEMBLE enables several features, i.e., both real-time and
non-real-time communications in the same network, node mobility and clock synchronization.

RESEMBLE does not provide retransmission mechanisms at the Bearer Layer and
delegates this functionality to the upper layers, i.e., the ones on top of the Network Layer.
In fact, such a functionality is strictly dependent on the Application Layer adopted for each
specific industrial application. For instance, CANOpen, an Application Layer adopted by
many industrial protocols (EtherCAT, CAN bus, etc.), implements its own retransmission
mechanisms, while protocols based on the publisher/subscribers model allow the so-
called “fire and forget” transmissions, which do not require retransmissions. However, in
RESEMBLE, retransmissions are possible.

In RESEMBLE flooding allows for the same message to be transmitted over multiple
paths, but, differently from Bluetooth Mesh [22], real-time messages are transmitted in their
dedicated timeslots, thus avoiding collisions.

As far as the energy consumption is concerned, compared to the standard BLE
Mesh [22] protocol, the adoption of RESEMBLE does not make a significant difference. In
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fact, the network nodes, when they are not in transmitting mode, stay in receiving mode,
with a duty cycle close to 100%, as in [22], in order to listen for both real-time and non-
real-time incoming messages. Moreover, as, thanks to the TDMA scheme in RESEMBLE,
the transmission instants of each node are known a priori, any node with low energy
consumption requirements can go to sleep when it does not have to transmit or receive
real-time messages and wake up when needed. This paves the way for the applyication of
energy-saving policies, which will be investigated in future work.

TDMA-based transmission schemes suffer from limited scalability. In RESEMBLE,
two main factors affect scalability, i.e., the length of the superframe and the overall network
workload. The first factor that affects scalability is the superframe length, which depends
on the number of network nodes. In RESEMBLE, each node requires at least one timeslot
to transmit real-time messages. This entails a longer superframe and, consequently, higher
delays. The second factor is the workload generated by the application and, in particular,
the number of flows per node and the flow periods. In general, the higher the workload,
the longer the queuing time, i.e., the more time a message spends in the transmission queue.
A possible solution to this problem is clustering, as it allows for shorter superframes and
limits the message flooding within the cluster, as in [43].

7. Conclusions

This paper proposed RESEMBLE, a stack for industrial wireless mesh networks de-
veloped on top of BLE that guarantees delay bounds for real-time communications and
offers support for node mobility. Moreover, RESEMBLE allows for different traffic classes
(i.e., real-time and non-real-time) to be managed on the same BLE network and also pro-
vides clock synchronization. The experimental results show that RESEMBLE obtains a
6 ms clock synchronization accuracy over three hops and bounded delays in the order of
seconds. These values prove that RESEMBLE is suitable for several industrial applications,
such as process control, logistics, etc. RESEMBLE is a software component that can be
implemented with no hardware modifications on COTS devices, such as smartphones,
tablets and IoT nodes.

Future work will address an improvement in the flooding algorithm run at the network
layer to reduce the energy consumption [44], network overhead and delays. Moreover,
extensive measurements in a real industrial scenario will be performed.

8. Patents
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ADV Advertisement
BLE Bluetooth Low Energy
COTS Commercial-off-the-shelf
e2eDelay end-to-end delay
FIFO First-In First-Out
GATT Generic Attribute Profile
HCI Host Controller Interface
IoT Internet of Things
IWSN Industrial Wireless Sensor Network
MaxAbsSkew Maximum Absolute Clock Skew
PDU Protocol Data Unit
QoS Quality-of-Service
RT Real-time
S Clock skew
SH Shared
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access
TTL Time-to-live
WCRT Worst-case response time
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